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About the University
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• Located south of downtown Houston.
• Founded in 1927.
• In Fall 2018, the university’s enrollment was 46,355, with over 36,000 

undergraduate students, including 8,000 residential students. 
• Part of a university system of four institutions and is the largest of the four 

universities.



Office of Sustainability 
Mission:
The UH Office of Sustainability’s mission is to cultivate 
a culture of sustainability on campus by fostering 
initiatives, collaboration, education, and engagement 
to instill sustainable principles within future global 
leaders. 

Vision: 
Serve as a centralized hub for all of the University of 
Houston’s sustainability efforts in order to improve 
campus life, engagement, community involvement, 
and student participation. 
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Organizational Structure
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Michael Mendoza, 
Sustainability Manager

Melissa Halstead, 
Sustainability 
Coordinator

Gabriel Durham, 
Sustainability 
Coordinator

Division 
of 

Administration and 
Finance

Emily Blanco, 
Student Outreach 

Assistant

Diego Rivera, 
Student Garden 

Assistant



Funding Structure 

Office of Sustainability is within 
University Services 

• Currently funded through Auxiliary Services 

• No state or institutional funding

• Currently strategizing alternative funding model 
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Office Roles 
Roles include: 

-Committee governance 
• Sustainability  Committee

- Data Tracking and reporting
• STARS
• Princeton Review Green Schools Guide
• Annual Greenhouse Gas Inventory

-Management of natural spaces
• UH Community Garden
• Shasta’s Pocket Prairie

-Outreach and engagement 
• Sustainability Fest and Earth Week

-Foster collaboration and partnerships 
• Overseeing UH Sustainability Initiatives 
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Recent Achievements
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AASHE Conference
• Staff presented on Zero-Waste Dining program

Bike Share Program
• Began a partnership with Houston BCycle

LEED Standard
• Previous buildings were built to LEED silver but 

not certified. Certification is required moving 
forward.

Tree Campus Inventory & 
Recertification
• Tree campus inventory survey – over $16M in 

value for campus trees 
• Applied for third consecutive year 
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Upcoming Projects and Initiatives
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Climate Resiliency Planning
• Creating climate action plan and campus sustainability 

master plan
• Developing strategies to reduce Greenhous Gas emissions

Green Labs Program
• Lab efficiency, cleaner chemicals, and better practices

Sustainability in Academics
• Creating courses and developing sustainability learning 

outcomes for existing courses

Sustainability Tracking, Assessment, & Rating System
• 2018 Reporting – Path to Platinum

Sustainability Fest
• During Earth Week – April 2019
• Volunteer, sponsorship, and exhibitor opportunities available
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2018 Sustainability Meetup Series
A Focus on Equity of Knowledge and Audience
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Building the Meetups
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The Beginnings
• Started in 2015 with a conversation about “Net Zero Campus 

2020”
• Mission: “make it easier for people interested in 

sustainability issues to connect with each other and learn 
about pressing issues that impact the University of Houston 
campus, the community and the world”

• Each had activity, networking, and food
Past Meetups
• Bruce Race – Net Zero
• Chrisof Spieler – Increasing Metro Ridership
• All Campus – How do you “R”?
• LGBTQ Resource Center – Social Auditing and Clothing Swap
• UH Librairies – DIY Reusable Bag
• UH Community Garden – Grow your own Herbs
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Re-Launch
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The Audience
• University level knowledge often experiences a disparity of 

access
• Houston also offers unique challenges to public 

transportation
• University level information is often pricy
• These issues were addressed by:

• Offering all Meetups for free with a commitment to 
university level information

• All Meetups were held within walking distance of public 
transit

• Public transit was encouraged to attend
• Marketing was deployed beyond university campus
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Re-Launch
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The Topics
• Status Quo can exist even in assumed 

“green” jobs or fields
• Working in Large City Parks exposed how 

what was “green” 10-20 years ago, might 
not be best practices now

• Fall 218 Meetups devoted to highlighting 
previously overlooked practices to help 
further sustainability
• Soil Biology over Soil Chemistry
• Citizen Science in Air Quality Control
• Superconductors and Sustainability
• Bees in an Urban Environment
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Soil Biology and Conservation
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Memorial Park Conservancy
• Dany Milliken featured speaker
• "So many soil testers and supposed experts 

out there are still only looking at soil 
chemistry when we are finding out more 
and more that it’s the biology that counts.” -
Millikin.

• Audience ranged from home owners from 
surrounding neighborhood to the UH 
President!

• Volunteers recruited
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Citizen Science and Air Quality
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Air Alliance Houston
• Paige Powell featured speaker
• “We all know a lot of emissions are the 

byproduct of energy production, and as 
energy capital of the world, we are a direct 
contributor of ozone and other air toxics.” 
Paige explained as part of her talk.

• “Metal recycling facilities actually throw a 
lot of particulate metal into the air when 
they crush up large quantities of metal. 
Some of these are small enough to get into 
your lungs and blood stream.” Paige 
explained.

• The majority concern of attendees was air 
quality impacts from Hurricane Harvey and 
what they could do.
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Superconductors and Sustainable Futures
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Texas Center for Super Conductivity
• Dr. James Meen featured speaker
• Pride moment: TcSUH regularly contributes 

to advances in material science necessary 
for renewable energy

• What even are superconductors?
• Lots of showy examples like levitation
• Better Applications to Highlight

• Vertical Take-off Airports
• Smaller, better wires
• Affordable solar panels
• Better batteries
• No matter what, they save energy

• Undeclared students found a major!
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Bees in the City
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All About Bees Texas
• Shelley Rice featured speaker
• Topic highlighted role of urban bees over 

native habitat bees
• People have a roll to help city and bees 

thrive
• Bees bring people together as well

• Japanese medical systems
• Network building
• New business

• Volunteers Recruited!
• Researchers connected from India to Texas
• Money making opportunity also highlighted
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Future Meetups and Takeaways
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• Meetups continue to be a good way to 
engage diverse audiences

• Activity, lesson, and mission key
• Highlighting underrepresented areas can 

lead to new research or job growth
• Great way to thank or help out partners
• Be sure to get students, faculty, staff, and off 

campus people for full picture
• Questions?
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Contact Us
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Website: uh.edu/sustainability

Email: sustainability@uh.edu

Phone: 832.842.9051

Follow @UHSustain


